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Cover Sheet 

 

Title of Project: Reducing bird mortality from collisions with glass 
windows, walls and handrails .     

Amount Requested: $26128 (round to the nearest whole dollar) 

 

Principal Investigators:  Each Principal Investigator (PI) must be an individual AZA member at the time 
of application.  Institutional membership does not count as individual membership.  Other participants should 
be listed as Collaborators in Question 12 on this form.  To apply for membership, visit 
http://www.aza.org/Membership/   

A Curriculum Vitae (CV) is required for each PI, and a Statement of Institutional Support (SIS) is required for 
each PI Institution.  See the CEF Application Instructions for important formatting instructions.  These 
instructions and the SIS form are available on the AZA website: http://www.aza.org/ConScience/WhatIsCEF/ 

 

1.    Principal Investigator (PI) Name and Title: Christine Sheppard, Curator, Ornithology   

CV Attached?    (required – no more than 2 pages)    

Individual AZA Member Number: REMOVED (required) 

Institution/Organization: REMOVED 

Statement of Institutional Support Form Attached?    (required) 

Institutional Address: REMOVED 

Phone: REMOVED Fax: REMOVED  E-mail: REMOVED 

 

2.   Principal Investigator (PI) Name and Title:         

CV Attached?    (required – no more than 2 pages) 

Individual AZA Member Number:       (required) 

Institution/Organization:   

Statement of Institutional Support Form Attached?    (required) 

Institutional Address:   

Phone:   Fax:    E-mail:   

 

3.   Principal Investigator (PI) Name and Title:         

CV Attached?    (required – no more than 2 pages) 

Individual AZA Member Number:       (required) 

Institution/Organization:       

Statement of Institutional Support Form Attached?    (required) 

Institutional Address:       

Phone:       Fax:        E-mail:       

 

** If you need to add additional Principal Investigators, please add their information in a separate Word document titled 
“Additional PI” and include it as an attachment to your CEF Application Email.

Project Number: 08-840 
For AZA use only 



Project Categories (Choose Two): 

 Management/Captive Breeding (Ex situ)    Research 

 Conservation Education      Animal Health 

 Field Conservation  (In situ)     Animal Welfare 

 

Amphibian Fund interest: 

For amphibian-related projects only:  I/we have read the AZA Amphibian Fund Guidelines (available at 

http://www.aza.org/ConScience/CEF_AmphibFund/) and would like this proposal to be considered for 

support from the Amphibian Fund. 

 
Yes   No   
 

 

Project Abstract (Limit 1,500 Characters with spaces): 

Birds cannot see glass – they see presumably-empty space or reflections of surrounding environment, but not 

glass itself.  Everyone has experienced the ugly thump of a bird hitting a window.  Monitoring shows that most 

either die instantly,  or soon after, from head injuries.  Millions of birds die annually from collisions with glass.  

This issue is especially relevant to zoos and aquariums, because in addition to our facilities’ impact on wild 

birds, glass in our exhibits often injures birds in our collections.  Ironically, green buildings often feature 

expanses of glass, so bird collisions are likely to increase. This is  a wildlife issue  and a green issue.  

 

Research in the US and Europe has shown that modifying glass with etching, screened patterns, window films 

and coatings that reflect/absorb UV, can make glass visible to birds and that some patterns can be effective 

while covering less than 5% of the surface.  However, little work has been done with actual construction 

materials and this is necessary if the strategy is to have practical application.  This project will use a protocol 

developed in Austria, using birds trapped for banding as test subjects in a controlled environment, given a 

choice of flying towards plain glass or an alternative.  A net prevents birds from hitting the glass and they are 

released after a single trial.  The project goal is to identify available materials that have a significantly reduced 

probability of collisions, relative to plain glass. 

 

 



2008 AZA CONSERVATION ENDOWMENT FUND  
 

Application Form Instructions 
 
Proposal Instructions:   
 

Project Proposal:  Answer Questions 1-12 by typing in the form fields in the Project Proposal section below 
(gray boxes).  Form fields have a limit on the number of characters that may be used in order to keep the 
application concise.  Character limits are stated following each question.  The stated limits are for characters 
with spaces.  If a question is not applicable to your proposal, write “N/A” in the field.  Do not leave any 
questions blank, as this may delay processing of your application.   
 
Note that “spell checker” and “track changes” functions cannot be used in this form.  AZA 
recommends that applicants compose their Project Proposal in a separate document if they wish to make use of 
these features, and copy and paste the final text into the form fields below.  When composing in a separate 
document, be aware of character limitations.  If the copied text exceeds the character limit when pasted into a 
form field, all text exceeding the character limitation will be cut off and will not appear in the final proposal.  
Also note that certain formatting such as italics, bold, and underlining, is unavailable due to the application 
format.  AZA recommends the use of numbering and spacing to emphasize important points in the text.   
 
Project Budget:  Detailed budget instructions can be found in the Project Budget section of the application.  
Required budgetary information includes:  

1) Information regarding previous CEF support received by any PI listed on the Cover Sheet. 
2) Total Project Budget and amount requested from CEF.  Each should be for one year.  Other financial 

support received or applied for should be listed as well. 
3) Detailed Budget listing specific project items and funding source for each. 
4) Budget Justification explaining why major items are essential to the project and reasonable in cost. 

 
Only complete applications can be considered for review and possible funding.  Applicants will be informed in 
writing if their application is incomplete. 
 
Application Submission: 
 

Applications must be submitted electronically. Hard copies of any application materials will NOT be 
accepted.  Applications and supplemental materials must be submitted as attachments in a single CEF 
Application Email to cefapp@aza.org.  Applications must be received in an email with your proposal 
title as the subject line.  If your title is too long, please include as much as you can in the subject line.    
 
Completed applications must be received via email in the CEF Applications Inbox (cefapp@aza.org) no later 
than 5:00 p.m. EDT on 4 April 2008.   Any emails time-stamped later than this will not be accepted. 
 
For important additional information regarding application submission and more detailed instructions, see the 
CEF Application Instructions, available at http://www.aza.org/ConScience/WhatIsCEF/ 
 
Application Assistance: 
 

Proposals received at least one week prior to the application deadline will be reviewed for adherence to CEF 
guidelines and will be returned for resubmission if problems are noted.  Please note that AZA staff will not 
review early proposals for content.   The CEF website also contains a wealth of information to assist you in 
completing this proposal.  Please review the resources at http://www.aza.org/ConScience/WhatIsCEF/.  You 
may also contact the AZA office for assistance at cef@aza.org or 301-562-0777. 
 
**If you’d like to include citations/references for statements made in the Project Proposal, please include them in a 
separate Word document titled “Citations” and attach it to your CEF Application Email.  Citations are NOT required. 
 
**If you’d like to include additional appendices, please include them in a separate Word document titled “Appendix” and 
attach it to your CEF Application Email.  Be sure that any appendices follow the guidelines stated in the CEF Application 
Instructions.  Appendices are NOT required. 



2008 AZA CONSERVATION ENDOWMENT FUND 
 

Project Proposal 
 
 
1. Explain the goal(s) and rationale behind the proposed project.  What will the specific outcomes be?  (If the 

proposal is for funding part of a larger project, the proposal must focus on the part for which CEF funding 
is being requested.)  LIMIT 4,000 CHARACTERS with spaces 

 
 
The project goal is to identify practical solutions, in the form of commercially available and affordable materials, to the 
problems of bird/glass collisions, particularly as this applies to AZA institutions. 
 
While bird collisions with windows have long been familiar events, the magnitude of the mortality from this source has 
only recently come to prominence.  Evidence suggests that this is the greatest anthropogenic source of avian mortality, 
possibly in the billions on a global scale.   Work by Daniel Klem, at Muhlenberg College, quantified collision rates, 
suggested strategies to reduce mortality, including window angling and placement of plantings and feeders, refuted the 
deterrent effect of ‘raptor silhouette decals’ and articulated that effective deterrent markings needed to cover the entire 
surface, with only narrow gaps.  Glass with ‘fritted’ patterns of ceramic dots meeting these criteria has been used, but it is 
expensive and has never been scientifically evaluated.   
 
Testing of these strategies is difficult under real life conditions.   It is nearly impossible to obtain useful sample sizes, in a 
realistic time frame, because strikes take place at irregular intervals, throughout the year.   Rigorous testing of these and 
other strategies and their effectiveness in deterring bird strikes began only in 2004, with the work of Martin Rossler in 
Austria.  A secondary focus of Rossler’s work was minimizing the intrusiveness of effective patterns, to increase acceptance 
by users.  Rossler partnered with a banding station, to get sufficient sample sizes of wild birds, but created an artificial 
testing regime, to control other variables. He has focused primarily on concepts -- comparing pattern coverage, 
reflectance, color etc by creating patterns with tape and other materials and has tested only a few manufactured materials.  
He has identified low-coverage patterns that reduce bird strikes 95%. 
 
At present, only one commercially manufactured glass product, Ornilux, (Isolar Glass, Germany) is specifically marketed 
as ‘bird friendly’.  This glass uses a UV coating – unlike mammals, bird color vision includes the UV range.  However, 
there is much about Ornilux that remains to be known.  Isolar patented the concept of using UV as a bird-strike deterrent, 
then contracted with the Max Planck Institute to test 17 samples of differently coated glass.  Only one of these deterred 
strikes, by about 75%, and this was the basis for Ornilux.  It would be useful to test Ornilux under conditions that make 
data comparable to Rossler’s, and to explore the possibility of improving the efficiency of UV as a deterrent.   In addition, 
we have identified  National Glass’s ceramic fritted and spandrel glass, patterned and wired glass, a Guardian bird friendly 
glass prototype and Soundstop Plexiglass as materials with potential to deter bird strikes.   
 
 Currently, it is difficult to address the issue of glass strikes in new construction or retrofit, with confidence or choice of 
solutions.  We propose to test available and experimental materials to develop affordable but demonstrably effective 
options that have application as, for example, exhibit handrails, as well as for glass walls and windows. 
 

 
2. What is the conservation/management significance of the specific outcomes? Why do you consider the 

project to be timely?  How does it address a current critical need?  Explain how the project is compatible 
with the purposes of the CEF, as stated at http://www.aza.org/ConScience/CEFInformation/.   
LIMIT 4,000 CHARACTERS with spaces 
 
  
 
Millions, possibly billions of birds are killed around the world every year, when they strike glass.  Populations of 

migratory birds breeding in North America have been steadily declining and glass strikes are one significant reason.  
Migrating birds are especially vulnerable, but all species are susceptible and the list of species reported killed by glass is 
enormous. This is a global wildlife crisis, impacting populations wherever glass is used, and its scope continues to 
increase.  It is imperative that appropriate construction materials with less lethal impact be identified, as well as solutions 
for remediation of existing glass.  

 



Zoos and Aquariums are increasingly seeking LEED certification for new construction and for renovated buildings.  
They are increasingly concerned with their environmental footprints and positioning themselves as resources on 
environmental topics.  The fact that bird collisions with glass are causing enormous mortality has only recently been 
recognized as a serious issue and an issue without good solutions.  The fact that the use of glass is almost intrinsic to green 
construction, and that existing structures are almost certainly causing collisions, makes this a wildlife issue, and a green 
issue, and so of  specific import to AZA institutions.  Additionally, there has often been tension between zoo designers, 
interested in maximizing visibility of animals in exhibits, and minimizing the appearance of barriers, and bird managers, 
concerned about birds being killed or injured in collisions with handrails and other exhibit glass. 

  
As a combination of wildlife and environmental concerns, this is a problem that is uniquely important for AZA.   AZA 

institutions are committed to saving wildlife and ensuring the welfare of animals in their collections, but may overlook the 
impact of their own facilities on local wildlife.   We have an opportunity to take a leadership position in this situation and 
in addition, to educate our staff and guests, providing strategies for them to reduce bird strikes at home.   
 
 
3. Explain the methodology for this project and why it is appropriate.  (For instance, if this is a research 

project, clearly state the hypotheses to be tested; if this is a conservation education or professional training 
project, describe your target audience and how many people will be reached, etc.) 
LIMIT 6,500 CHARACTERS with spaces 
 
 This project will take place at the Powdermill Nature Reserve, the biological research station of the Carnegie Museum 

of Natural History.  They have a permanent bird banding station, netting several thousand birds of a diverse array of 
species, during spring and fall migration but also at other times of year.  This means that many kinds of materials can be 
evaluated, with meaningful sample sizes.    

 
We propose to construct a testing apparatus, based on existing, well documented protocols developed in Austria, at 

the Biological Station Hohenau Ringelsdorf Banding Station, to evaluate different types of existing and experimental 
materials, and modifications of existing materials.  The on-going research at the station, started in 2004, has focused 
primarily on characteristics of different patterns applied to glass, including reflectance, spacing and orientation of 
components, per cent coverage, color, as well as changes caused by different intensities of ambient light.  They have tested 
only one commercially manufactured construction material.  Because these researchers have studied two standard 
patterns in each year of research, we will be able to use those patterns to relate our results to theirs.    

 
The basic apparatus is a tunnel, about 30’ long, constructed of plywood or particle board.  (A detailed description and 

photograph of the Austrian tunnel, from Rossler, 2007, will be found in Appendix 1.)  At one end, the tunnel is open, and 
about 18” in front of the opening, a mounting apparatus holds two panels of glass (or other material), side by side.  A mist 
net prevents birds from striking the glass, as they fly down the tunnel and attempt to exit either via a control panel of clear 
glass, or a test material.  Mirrors at the side of the tunnel reflect ambient light onto the test samples, and homogenous 
vegetation is visible to the birds, through the test materials.  The tunnel is built to swivel, to ensure consistent angles of 
incident light.  A sunshade over the end of the tunnel eliminates variation in lighting of the background.   Radiometers are 
used to record light intensity throughout the trials.  Ideally, we will construct the apparatus in time to take advantage of 
the fall migration in 2008. 

 
Test materials are presented in random order and in equal frequency on the left and right side.  Every ten trials, we 

will run a trial using two clear panes as a control.   Included in the trials will be the '10v' standard pattern tested by 
Rossler.  This pattern is a series of vertical, 20 mm. wide stripes, spaced 10 cm. apart.  This will allow us to relate our 
results to those obtained by Rossler and to use those results to inform our choice of test materials. 

 
Birds netted at the banding station are brought to the tunnel after they are banded and measured.  An access port is 

used to release a bird at the far end of the tunnel from the test materials.  The bird is released, observed, scored and also 
videotaped, as it flies towards the test materials.  The bird is caught in the mist net, extricated and immediately released to 
the wild.  

 
 The project will add two people to the Banding Station crew while the project is active,  to transport birds and operate 

the apparatus.  Data from radiometers will be transferred daily to data loggers and moved weekly to computer and backup.  
We will aim for 80-100 trials per material.    Because we are working with only one variable with mutually exclusive and 
exhaustive, dichotomous outcomes (bird flies to the left or the right) binomial and chi-square statistics can be used to 
determine what materials deter birds and in what magnitude.   

 



Materials to be tested will include Ornilux glass, National Glass’s ceramic fritted and spandrel glass, patterned and 
wired glass,  a Guardian Glass bird-friendly glass prototype and Soundstop Plexiglass, in addition to other other materials 
not yet identified.   We anticipate testing between ten and twenty materials during a year of trials.    

 
Collaborators from New York Audubon’s Bird-safe Building Council will assist with identification of materials for 

testing and with dissemination of results to a wider audience.   
 
 

 
 
4. If you received previous CEF funding for this or a related project, please summarize relevant findings and 

how they relate to the current proposal.  LIMIT 1,000 CHARACTERS with spaces 
 
n/a 

 
 
5. Who are the personnel for this project, what are their roles, and what are their qualifications?  Discuss each 

PI listed on the Cover Sheet, and any collaborators.  A collaborator is defined as any person actively 
involved in the design or completion of the project.  Each collaborator’s institution should be listed in 
Question 10 on this form.  LIMIT 2,500 CHARACTERS with spaces 
 
PI Dr. Christine Sheppard has worked with birds in zoos and in the field for over 30 years.  She has also been involved 

in zoo construction, from exhibit renovations to construction of new exhibit buildings.  She has been concerned with the 
issues of bird/glass collisions in captive situations throughout her career and joined the board of the Bird-safe Glass 
Foundation in 2007.  She originated the project after translating the reports produced in German, detailing the work of 
Martin Rossler and Hans Ley.  She will be responsible for the project overall, including design of the test apparatus, 
identification and acquisition of materials for testing, creating the protocol for training people using the tunnel, data 
analysis and interpretation. 

  
Collaborator Dr. Andrew Mack  spent many years doing field research on birds  in Papua New Guinea.  Now Director 

of the Powdermill Nature Reserve, his program includes a permanent, year round banding station, with housing facilities 
available to research partners. 

 
Collaborator Chad Seewagen ( Bronx Zoo) developed a banding program based at the Bronx Zoo, to evaluate urban 

park habitat as migratory stopover sites.  The program does not band sufficient birds and does not have a permanent 
station.  However, we hope to recruit interns experienced in this project, for the program at Powdermill. 

 
2 interns will be recruited to join the Powdermill banding team and test birds in the tunnel set up;   we will identify 

people with previous experience with banding and netting, but all banding and netting will be done by Powdermill staff. 
 
Collaborator Dr. Susan Elbin is the Conservation Director for the New York Audubon Society.  She will interface 

between the project and New York Audubon resources, including identification of materials to be tested and dissemination 
of results.      
 
 
6. Describe your evaluation plan.  Explain how you will ensure that you are meeting the goals and objectives 

of your project.  Include how your evaluation plan will measure program effectiveness and apply evaluation 
data to strengthen the project.  If this project has an educational or professional training component, the 
educational impact should be discussed (ideally including impacts on conservation-related knowledge, 
attitudes/affect, and behavior).  Evaluation plans may be quantitative or qualitative.   
LIMIT 3,000 CHARACTERS with spaces 
 
While banding takes place at Powdermill year round, it will be most efficient to take advantage of the large numbers of 

birds banded during the spring and fall migration.  When the project begins, we will develop a timeline of benchmarks for 
evaluation, starting with completing the construction of the test tunnel and identification of the first ten materials to be 
tested.   Actual data collection will begin during the next migration season, preceded by installation of the tunnel and 
training the staff to run the trials.   The next evaluation point will come after 8 weeks, when we should have completed 
trials on ten materials.  Data analysis and generation of the first report will take place over the next 8 weeks.  
Identification of the next set of materials to be tested will take place before the next migration season, with ten more 



materials to be tested over 8 weeks.  After another period of 8 weeks for data analysis and report writing, we will begin 
dissemination of results.  We will submit articles for publication and session for conferences over the next 6 months, but 
will begin posting results on appropriate websites immediately. 

 
 
 

7. Will this project be sustainable beyond the life of the grant?  If so, explain how.  How and when will the 
information generated by this project be disseminated? 
LIMIT 1,500 CHARACTERS with spaces 

 
Construction of the test apparatus is the primary requirment for this project, and the useful life of the tunnel should be 
many years.  With increasing public interest in the problem of bird strikes we should see expanded support for this 
project.  The bird conservation community is urging incorporation of concern for construction impact on birds into LEED 
guidelines.   If this is successful the demand for information about relative impact of different products will increase 
dramatically.   
 
Results will be aggressively distributed,  through scientific and technical publications and conference presentations (AZA, 
AOU, Conservation Biology), but also website postings and other general-access media.  New York Audubon's site and 
sites like WindowCollisions.info, which is multi-lingual,  will make our results available to a wide range of people in North 
America and Europe.  We will partner with the  Green SAG and Education Committee to reach wider audiences within 
AZA, and  zoo guests.  

  
 
 
8. If this is a multi-year project, what is the funding strategy for subsequent years?   

LIMIT 750 CHARACTERS with spaces 
 

It is extremely likely that this project will continue beyond the life of the grant.  Once the project is initiated and the 
testing apparatus has been constructed, further research will depend primarily on identifying materials for testing and 
staffing.  There should be possibilities for partnering with local universities like Carnegie Mellon, recruiting students to 
work on the project.   We hope to obtain future support for the project through the Bird-safe Glass Foundation, the Green 
Building Council and from glass developers and manufacturers.  It may be possible to develop this project into a rating 
program, charging a fee for testing and evaluating new products.   
 
 
9. Is this proposal connected to a relevant AZA conservation/education program or institution?  If so, explain 

how.  LIMIT 750 CHARACTERS with spaces 
 

n/a 
 
 
 
Continue to Questions 10-12 next page… 
 



 
10. Are there collaborating institutions or organizations involved in this proposal (aside from the P.I. 

institutions)?   
 

 Yes   No 
 

A collaborating institution is defined as any institution actively involved in the design or completion of the 
project.  Funding institutions not actively involved in project design or completion should be listed in the 
“Other Support” section of the Project Budget and need not be listed as collaborators. 

 
List all collaborating institutions below, including those associated with the personnel listed in Question 5, 
and attach one Statement of Institutional Support form for each collaborating institution to your CEF 
Application Email (see CEF Application Instructions).  This form is available on the AZA website at 
http://www.aza.org/ConScience/WhatIsCEF/.  

 
Applications that do not include Statement of Institutional Support forms for all collaborating institutions 
listed will not be considered for funding.  Individually crafted letters of support cannot be 
accepted in lieu of this form.   

 
Collaborating Institution Names: 
 

New York City Audubon  Statement of Institutional Support Form Attached?    (required) 

Powdermill Nature Reserve Statement of Institutional Support Form Attached?    (required) 

      Statement of Institutional Support Form Attached?    (required) 

      Statement of Institutional Support Form Attached?    (required) 

      Statement of Institutional Support Form Attached?    (required)  

 
 
11. Have all the necessary permits been obtained for the project? 
 

 Yes   No   Not Applicable 
 

a) If yes, list the permits here and attach one electronic copy of each to your CEF Application Email.  
Attachments should be titled “Permit.” 

 
      

 
b) If the necessary permits have not yet been obtained, please explain why. 
 
       
 
 

12. If research animals are to be purchased for this project, indicate the destination of the animal(s) after the 
completion of the research or provide justifications for euthanasia.  
LIMIT 750 CHARACTERS with spaces 

 
n/a 

 



2008 AZA CONSERVATION ENDOWMENT FUND 
 

Project Budget 
 

PREVIOUS CEF SUPPORT 
 

If any of this proposal’s Principal Investigators listed on the Cover Sheet received previous CEF support, please 
complete the required information below for each.  
 
1. Name of P.I.: Christine Sheppard  Year of award: 1997  Amount of Award:       

 

Project Title: Conservation Poster Project for the Sumba Island Hornbill 
 

Were all required reports (annual/final) submitted?   Yes   No 

 
2. Name of P.I.:        Year of award:        Amount of Award:       

 

Project Title:       
 

Were all required reports (annual/final) submitted?   Yes   No 
 

 
** If you need to add additional awards, please add their information to a separate Word document and include it as an 
attachment titled “Past CEF Projects” with your CEF Application Email. 
 
 
PROJECT BUDGET 
 

All funding requests from CEF should be for one year only.  Funding decisions are announced in early 
September and CEF funds are to be used for work from the announcement date forward.  Costs incurred prior 
to the announcement will not be covered by CEF funds. 
 
Total Project Budget: $26128        
 
Total Requested from CEF: $26128 (round to nearest whole dollar)   
 
 
OTHER SUPPORT 
 

List any other support already received and/or other grant applications currently under review for components 
of the project.      
         

Item for which funding 
was requested 

Amount Requested Amount Received Date Expected 
(if not yet received)       

Grant/Matching 
Source 

                              
                              
                              
                              
                              
                              
                              

 
Note: Recipients of CEF grants are obligated to inform the CEF Scientific Advisory Committee Chair of any pending or 
overlapping grants received.  IF such grants are received, the CEF Scientific Advisory Committee may recommend that the 
CEF award amount be reduced or refunded. 
 
 



DETAILED BUDGET 
 

The detailed budget should be separated into CEF and non-CEF costs.  List under each category the budget 
items and method of calculation for each (e.g., 2 persons x 10 days x $25/day), as well as probable sources of 
support.  The following should be listed as separate budget items:  
 

• airfares  
• lodging  
• vehicle rental (automobiles, planes, 

boats)   
• fuel  
• per diem  
• equipment over $500  

• supplies, services (lab analyses, editing)  
• pharmaceuticals  
• shipping/postage  
• printing   
• personnel costs 

 
CEF does not fund the following:  Tuition, university fees, or fringe benefits associated with graduate 
students or other collaborators; administrative costs (including institutional overhead and submission costs for 
the publication of journal articles); travel unrelated to completion of the project (conference presentation 
expenses, travel to meetings, etc.); planning meetings that define, rather than implement, 
conservation/management/education goals. 
 
CEF does not fund salaries for project personnel other than graduate students, technicians, and 
start-up positions established solely for the purpose of completion of the project.   
  
 
CEF Budget Items:  
                       

 
CEF Budget Item 

Method of Calculation 
(e.g., 2 persons x 10 days x $25/day)  

 
Total Cost 

Was funding for this 
item also requested 
from another source? 

 global radiation sensor 
EMS 11 
 

2 x 349 $ 698 Yes   No 

3' x8' mirrors 2 x 300 $600 Yes   No 
EMS mini-cube 
datalogger 

2  x 1334 $2668 Yes   No 

        $  Yes   No 
tunnel and canopy 
materials and 
construction 

consultation with contractor $5000 Yes   No 

round trip NY-Pburgh 4@250 $1000 Yes   No 
PI lodging at Powdermill  3 night stayx15/nightx4 trips $180 Yes   No 
intern lodging at 
Powdermill 

 168 days x 15/day $2520    Yes   No 

research intern 2x12 weeksx563/week $13512 Yes   No 
            $      Yes   No 
            $      Yes   No 
            $      Yes   No 
            $      Yes   No 
            $      Yes   No 
            $      Yes   No 
            $      Yes   No 
            $      Yes   No 
            $      Yes   No 
            $      Yes   No 
            $      Yes   No 
            $      Yes   No 
            $      Yes   No 
 TOTAL REQUESTED FROM CEF $26128  (round to  



nearest whole dollar) 
 
** If you need to add additional budget items, please add this information in a separate word document and include it as 
an attachment with your CEF Application Email titled “Additional Budget Items.” 
 
 
Non-CEF Budget Items: 
               

Budget Item 
 

Method of Calculation 
(e.g., 2 persons x 10 days x $25/day) 

Total Cost Funding Source for Item 

                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        

 
 
BUDGET JUSTIFICATION 
Please justify each line item listed in the CEF Budget Items above and explain briefly why the items listed are 
necessary for completion of the project and reasonable in cost.  
LIMIT 2,500 CHARACTERS with spaces 
 
 Adding two people to the Powdermill banding team is our primary expense.  Powdermill works a 37.5 hour 
week and pay interns $13/hour, plus $2 for fringes, for a total of $15/hour. On-site housing is available for 
$15/night.   We have allowed 6 weeks for each season.   
 
The PI will take four trips to the banding site during the project.  First for construction of the tunnel, then for 
training and oversight. 
 
The cost of the tunnel is an estimate, based on the judgement of a local contractor. 
 
The mirrors reflect light onto the glass being tested.  Cost was supplied by a local glass/mirror/framing store. 
 
The pyranometers and loggers are 'bottom of the line' but adequate. 
 
 


